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PRINTING INDUSTRY

Description
VOC (method 24) 96%, 6.62 lbs/gl, 795 gms/l
Grafikleen LVR96 is the first step of West/Penetone’s four-step
conversion to low VOC press washes. Grafikleen LVR96 is designed
to familiarize press operators with slower evaporating solvents, the
introduction of water into the cleaning process and working with
solvents with higher flash points.

Directions for Use
Blankets (Hand Wipe Applications):  Start by working with the
product in its concentrated form. When press operators become
comfortable with the product, try using it at 1:1 dilution with water.
The advantage of using water is its ability to remove both paper lint
and ink in one application, as well as reducing VOCs.
Using The Product In Its Concentrated Form:  Apply Grafikleen
LVR96 in its concentrated form just as you would any other tradi-
tional blanket wash. On sheet-fed presses, a lightly water dampened
rag should be used to dry the blanket. For web presses, the blanket
can be dried using the same process, or the web can be used to take
the solvent off the blanket.
Using The Product With Water:  Dilute Grafikleen LVR96 1:1 with
water and apply via a rag that is not dripping wet. On web presses
you may want to disengage the web during cleaning. Dry the blanket
with a lightly water dampened rag.
Rollers:  Apply Grafikleen LVR96 either diluted 1:1 with water or
concentrated. Clean one side of the roller train at a time. Allow the
press to idle for a short period of time, then engage the wash-up
blades. Reapply Grafikleen LVR96, then rinse the roller train with
water.
Pipe Rollers:  Use Grafikleen LVR96 in its concentrated form.
Apply the wash to the web and spin the roller backwards by hand.

FEATURES/BENEFITS

Features

No SARA Title III ingredients

High flash point (over 140ºF)

Low odor

One product cleans blankets,

   rollers & pipe rollers

Benefits

Reduced reporting

Safer for employees to use

Removes ink and lint in one

   application

Pleasant to work with

Reduced solvent consumption

VOC reductions when mixed

   with water

Cost reductions

Excellent cleaning efficiency

Grafikleen LVR96 is available in 6
gallon pails, 55 gallon drums, totes
and bulk deliveries.

GRAFIKLEEN® LVR96
Roller & Blanket Wash

IMPORTANT: Before using Grafikleen LVR96, always be sure to read
and follow precautions and directions for use appearing on the product
container label and MSDS.    (Apr05)


